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Abstract— A major speed limitation of Scanning Probe
Microscopes (SPMs) is the low vertical feedback bandwidth
imposed by the mechanical scanner resonances. The vertical
feedback controller regulates the tip-sample interaction in
application modes such as constant-current scanning tunneling
microscopy and constant-force atomic force microscopy. To
increase the vertical feedback bandwidth, dual-stage actuators
have been proposed to increase the first resonance frequency.
In this work, an ultra-fast dual-stage vertical positioner and
control system are described. The first resonance frequency
of the dual-stage positioner is 88 kHz which permits a one-
hundred fold speed increase of a commercial AFM. The dual-
stage system is simple, low-cost and can be retrofitted to almost
any commercial SPM.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the foremost weaknesses of scanning probe mi-

croscopes is the slow speed at which images are recorded.

Standard commercial microscopes scan at speeds of typically

1 to 10 lines per second, so a single image may take minutes

to acquire. Although in many applications the slow imaging

time is simply an inconvenience, in other applications, this

becomes a critical limitation. Examples where speed is a

primary concern include: large-range surface inspection [1],

[2], nanofabrication [3]–[6], and imaging of fast biological

and physical processes [7]–[12].

There are three main limitations to the speed of a scanning

probe microscope. These are reviewed in reference [13] as:

1) the resonance frequency or bandwidth of the probe; 2)

the bandwidth of the scanner and acquisition system; and

3) the bandwidth of the vertical feedback system. Extensive

research has proceeded in recent years to reduce or eliminate

these limitations. Recent reviews can be found in references

[14]–[17]

Although major improvements have been made to the

imaging speed of scanning probe microscopes, some of these

techniques require highly specialized hardware, have low

scan ranges, and require tiny sample sizes [9]–[12], [18],

[19]. More moderate but still substantial speed increases have

also been achieved by better control of existing hardware.

Such techniques include: actuator linearization [20]–[22],

feedforward control [22], input shaping [23], and improved

feedback control [10], [18], [22], [24].
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When the scanner performance of an SPM is improved,

the major speed limitation becomes the vertical feedback

bandwidth [10], [14], [15], [18]. In reference [13], the

maximum vertical feedback bandwidth was shown to be the

first resonance frequency divided by the peak amplitude, that

is

max. bandwidth <
ω1

P
,

where ω1 is the first resonance frequency and P is the

linear magnitude. For example, the scanner described in the

following section has a resonance frequency of 680 Hz and

a peak amplitude of 5.6 (15 dB). This implies a bandwidth

limit of approximately 120 Hz. This is sufficient for a scan-

rate of around 1 Hz or an imaging time of 100 seconds for

a 100x100 resolution image. To increase the imaging rate

to one frame per second, the vertical feedback bandwidth

needs to be improved by two orders of magnitudes. That

is, the resonance frequency and vertical feedback bandwidth

need to be greater than 68 kHz and 12 kHz respectively,

which is difficult with standard scanner designs.

Aside from the video-speed microscopes discussed above

[8]–[12], techniques aimed at eliminating the scanner dy-

namics from the feedback loop include piezoelectric actuated

probes [25], magnetically actuated probes [26], and elec-

trostatically actuated probes [27]. Although such techniques

can achieve significant improvements, they have not become

wide spread as the probes and imaging modes are highly

specialized and may not be compatible with standard micro-

scopes.

Recently, dual-stage vertical positioning has been pro-

posed for increasing the vertical feedback bandwidth [13],

[16], [28], [29]. This technique involves an auxiliary po-

sitioning device with high resonance frequency used in a

dual-stage configuration with the standard microscope posi-

tioner. The auxiliary system is low-cost, mechanically and

electrically simple, and can be retrofitted to practically any

scanning probe microscope.

In this work, the design of a high-speed dual-stage

mechanism is described. The device consists of a small

piezoelectric stack and flexure to restrain lateral modes. The

first resonance frequency is predicted to be 88 kHz which

allows a one-hundred-fold increase in the vertical feedback

bandwidth and scan rate.

This paper begins in the following Section with a descrip-

tion of the microscope used in this work. A brief introduction
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Fig. 1. The NT-MDT Ntegra scanning probe microscope arranged in scan-
by-probe configuration. The scan head is mounted above a stationary sample
platform.

to the dual-stage technique is then provided in Section III

followed by a discussion of the mechanical design in IV.

Imaging experiments and conclusions follow in Sections V

and VI

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Microscope configuration

In this work, an NT-MDT Ntegra scanning probe micro-

scope is used to demonstrate the proposed techniques. The

scanner is an NT-MDT Z50309cl piezoelectric tube scanner

with 100-µm lateral range and 10-µm vertical range. The

scanner comprises two piezoelectric tubes joined at the base.

One tube is used for lateral positioning, and the other for

vertical positioning. The internal and external electrodes of

the vertical positioner are driven with equal but opposite

voltages.

A signal access module allows direct access to the can-

tilever deflection, scanner electrode voltages, and reference

trajectory. The cantilever is a TR800PSA Olympus Biolever

with a resonance frequency of 73 kHz and a stiffness of

0.57 N/m.

B. Vertical Feedback Dynamics

The contact-mode vertical feedback system for an atomic

force microscope is pictured in Figure 2(a). The piezoelectric

tube scanner moves the probe in a vertical direction to

regulate the cantilever deflection dfl to the set-point r.

Although the diagram in Figure 2(a) represents an AFM

operating in constant-force contact-mode, the schematic is

similar to all forms of SPM where the tip-sample interaction

is controlled. The only difference between operating modes

is the measured feedback variable. For example, in contact-

mode AFM, the feedback variable is cantilever deflection,

while in STM, the feedback variable is tunneling current.

Other feedback variables include the cantilever oscillation

magnitude in tapping-mode AFM and the fiber oscillation

magnitude in scanning near-field optical microscopy. All
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measured from the applied voltage Vs to the cantilever deflection dfl

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram (a) and frequency response (b) of a standard
vertical feedback control system

of these modes share the same feedback system but with

different feedback variables or methods of detection.

The microscope vertical feedback controller is an integral

controller, i.e.,

C(s) =
α

s
(1)

Integral controllers are popular as they are simple to imple-

ment, provide good regulation of tip-sample interaction at

low frequencies, and are easily adjustable. Ease of tuning is

a necessity as the feedback system must accommodate many

different SPM modes and cope with a wide range of probes

and samples.

The frequency response from the control voltage Vs to

the measured deflection dfl is plotted in 2(b). This includes

the amplifier dynamics, the scanner and cantilever mechanics

and the tip-sample interaction. This system is denoted GdVs
,

where

GdVs
(s) =

dfl(s)

Vs

. (2)
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Fig. 3. Dual-stage diagram

The response is essentially flat from DC to 680 Hz where

the first resonance frequency of the scanner occurs. This is

the first lateral bending mode of the tube coupled into the

vertical response [30].

Due to the resonance at 680 Hz, the vertical feedback

bandwidth is limited to only 120 Hz. This reduces further

to 68 Hz, if the controller gain is reduced to allow for a

6 dB gain-margin [13]. The imaging consequences of the

low vertical feedback bandwidth are discussed in Section V.

III. DUAL-STAGE POSITIONING

To eliminate the low-frequency scanner resonances from

the vertical feedback loop, a dual-stage vertical positioning

system is illustrated in Figure 3. The auxiliary high-speed

stage provides fast, short-range motions for imaging while

the tube provides slower, long-range positioning for drift

compensation and probe landing. The complementary high-

and low-pass filters Fhp(s) and Flp(s) combine the response

of the two positioners so they appear as a single positioner

with large range and high resonance frequency. The filter

cut-off frequency is chosen to be approximately one tenth the

resonance frequency of the tube scanner [13]. The gain k is

chosen so that the sensitivity of the high- and low-frequency

paths are equal.

Since the first resonance frequency in the control loop is

now based only on the high-speed positioner, the vertical

feedback bandwidth can be drastically increased. The design

of a high-speed mechanical system is discussed in the

following section.

Although the discussion thus far has focused on a scan-by-

probe microscope, a high-speed positioner can also be added

to a scan-by-sample microscope. In this configuration, the

high-speed stage is attached either to the sample scanner or

the stationary probe holder.

IV. MECHANICAL DESIGN

To obtain a high resonance frequency, the dual-stage

positioner must be both stiff and light-weight. This can be

accomplished with a small piezoelectric stack actuator. Two

TABLE I

SUMMARY OF CHARACTERISTIC VALUES FOR PIEZOACTUATORS.

Shape Size Range Cap. I Rg Res

(mm) (µm) (nF) (mm4) (mm) (kHz)

Plate 5×5×4 2.9 100 52 1.4 44

Ring 6×2×4 2.6 95 170 1.8 44

types of actuator were considered for the z-axis positioner:

a 4 mm long ring-stack actuator with outside and inside

diameters of 6 mm and 2 mm, respectively; and a 4 mm

long, 5 mm by 5 mm plate-stack actuator. Table I compares

their range, capacitance, second moment of inertia I , radius

of gyration Rg , and dominant resonance when constrained at

the base. Both actuators have approximately the same cross-

sectional area and resonance frequency of 44 kHz.

The ring-stack actuator is preferable to the plate-stack

actuator since it has a lower capacitance, higher second

moment of inertia value I , and improved radius of gyration

Rg. The circular cross-section of the ring-stack actuator is

also compatible with an annular ring flexure that can be used

to guide the motion of the free end, increase the dominant

resonant frequency, and minimize out-of-axis vibration. The

circular cross-section of the ring-stack actuator does not

result in the concentrated flexure strains associated with the

plate-stack actuator.

Finite element analysis was applied to investigate the

dynamic behavior of two possible mounting configurations

for the ring-stack: (1) base-constrained with a 1 mm thick

sample mass ( 218 mg) and (2) base-constrained with the free

end guided by an annular flexure. The actuator is a 4 mm

long Noliac SCMAR01 ring stack. For the based-constrained

case, the dominant mode at 40 kHz is an undesirable bending

mode rather than a longitudinal mode as illustrated in Fig-

ure 4(b). The bending mode can cause significant distortion

in AFM imaging.

To increase the resonance frequency of the bending mode,

the second configuration employs a circular flexure to guide

the free end [see Figures 4(d)-(f)]. The FEA results for this

configuration show significant improvement in the mechan-

ical resonance compared to the original, base-constrained

case with no flexure [see Figures 4(a)-(c)]. Particularly, the

bending modes (in x/y) occur above 90 kHz and the first

vibration mode (piston mode) occurs at 88 kHz.

The mechanical assembly of the flexure-guided z-axis

stage is pictured in Figure 5. This consists of a stainless steel

base designed to mount directly onto the microscope sample

holder. An 11 mm diameter by 4 mm deep flat bottom hole is

milled into the center of the base plate to house the 4 mm tall

Noliac SCMAR01 ring stack actuator. The actuator is glued

to the bottom surface of the hole. The top surface of the

actuator is set flush to the bottom of a 0.254 mm (0.010 in)

deep counterbore that is milled into the top surface of the

base plate to allow the plate flexure to rest flush with the top

surface. A 0.254 mm thick circular plate flexure is glued on

top of the ring actuator and into the counterbore of the base

plate. The flexure plate serves to guide the actuator’s vertical
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Fig. 4. Finite element analysis results for the dual-stage positioning stage:
(a) the z-axis positioner with 1 mm thick steel sample platform constrained
at the base; (b) first mode (bending in x/y) at 40 kHz; (c) second mode
(piston) at 61 kHz; (d) base-constrained and flexure-guided (with 1 mm
thick steel sample); (e) first mode (piston) at 88 kHz (44% increase); (f)
second mode (bending in x/y) at 93/94 kHz respectively (133% increase).

motion and restrict unwanted out-of-axis motion, such as

bending modes.

V. IMAGING EXPERIMENTS

In this section, the imaging performance of the dual-

stage system is compared to the standard feedback system

described in Section II. Due to a resonance at 680 Hz, the

standard feedback system is limited to a gain of α=190 which

results in a closed-loop bandwidth of only 83 Hz. This is

compared to a dual-stage controller with a gain of 30000.

The closed-loop frequency response, from an additive

voltage at Vds to the deflection dfl, is plotted in Figure 6(a).

This transfer function illustrates the ability of the controller

to regulate the tip-sample interaction force in the presence

of disturbances introduced by the sample topography. Higher

attenuation in this transfer function implies improved force

Fig. 5. Assembled high-speed vertical positioner with attached sample

regulation and higher quality imaging. Since the dual-stage

controller is much higher gain, the force regulation is signif-

icantly better than the standard feedback loop.

The effect of the improved bandwidth is demonstrated in

Figure 6(b) where a BudgetSensors HS-100MG calibration

is imaged at 5.2 Lines/s or 520 µm/s. The lower bandwidth

controller ’smears’ the edges of the sample and filters small

features that generate interactions above the controller band-

width.

The cantilever deflection, which is proportional to the

force error, is plotted in Figure 6(c). From this figure it can be

concluded that the standard controller results in significant

imaging forces applied at points where abrupt changes in

the sample occur. Such forces are intolerable when imaging

sensitive or soft samples that can be damaged or deformed.

The dual-stage controller results in a reduction of force error

from 0.810 (averaged over the whole sample) to 0.010, which

is an 81 times improvement. Further proof can be observed

in Figure 6(d) where a single line of the image is plotted.

The low-pass characteristic of the slower controller is clearly

evident.

In addition to improving the image quality, dual-stage

control can also be used for increasing the imaging speed.

However, with an integral controller, as speed is increased,

the force error will increase proportionally. This trade-off is

summarized approximately below,

Speed increase × Force error reduction = β. (3)

where β is the factor by which the bandwidth is increased

and the other variables are the factors by which speed and

force error are reduced or increased. That is, if the imaging

speed is kept constant, the dual-stage controller allows a

reduction of force error by β times. Conversely, if force

error is constant, the dual-stage controller allows a β times

improvement in imaging speed.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, the vertical feedback performance of an

atomic force microscope is improved by adding an auxiliary

high-speed vertical positioner. The high-speed positioner is

used in a dual-stage configuration with the microscope’s

internal piezoelectric tube scanner. This results in both large
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(a) Vertical feedback disturbance rejection transfer function (dB versus Hz)
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Fig. 6. Performance comparison of a standard vertical feedback controller and dual-stage controller. The images were recorded at 5.2 Hz or 520 µm/s.
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range and a resonance frequency improvement from 680 Hz

to 88 kHz.

Finite element analysis was used to optimize the mechani-

cal design of the high-speed positioner. A flexure was found

to increase the first resonance frequency of a piezoelectric

stack actuator from 44 kHz to 88 kHz. The flexure also

changes the first resonance mode from an undesirable bend-

ing mode to a longitudinal mode in the same axis as the

elongation.

Thanks to the increased resonance frequency, the dual-

stage configuration allows an increase in the controller gain

from 190 to 30000. This translates to a vast improvement

in image quality or scanning speed. Visually, the dual-

stage controller eliminates image smearing and faithfully

reproduces fine sample features that would otherwise be lost

or distorted.

Future work involves incorporating the dual-stage posi-

tioner with better lateral scanning control to achieve true

constant-force contact-mode imaging at speeds approaching

one-frame-per-second with a standard commercial micro-

scope.
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